Abstract-This paper derives sufficient conditions for bounded distributed connectivity-preserving coordination of EulerLagrange systems with only position measurements and with system uncertainties, respectively. The paper proposes two strategies that suitably scale conventional gradient-based controls to account for the actuation bounds and to reserve sufficient actuation for damping injection. For output feedback control of networked systems with only position measurements, the paper incorporates a first-order filter to estimate velocities and to inject damping for stability. For networks of uncertain systems, the paper augments conventional linear filter-based adaptive compensation with damping injection to maintain the local connectivity of the network. Analyses based on monotonically decreasing Lyapunov-like functions and Barbalat's lemma lead to sufficient conditions for bounded local connectivity-preserving coordination of Euler-Lagrange networks under the two strategies. The sufficient conditions clarify the interrelationships among the bounded actuations, initial system velocities and initial intersystem distances. Simulation results validate these conditions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Distributed coordination control of multi-agent systems (MAS) aims to drive each system to the same configuration using only local and 1-hop state signals [1] . Static Proportional (P) control, for first-order MAS [2] , and ProportionalDerivative (PD) control, for second-order MAS [3] , [4] , are conventional strategies for coordinating connected MAS. However, because the inter-agent communications of practical MAS-s are distance-dependent, the connectivity assumption may be violated during their coordination [5] .
Distributed coordination with guaranteed connectivity of first-order MAS-s has been achieved in [6] - [9] through gradient-based controls derived from special unbounded potential functions that quantify the inter-agent coupling energy. Bounded potential functions in [10] , [11] and a dynamic compensation strategy in [12] have accounted for limited actuation and guaranteed connectivity-preserving coordination.
For double-integrator MAS-s, gradient-based controls derived from a bounded potential and the system kinetic energy have preserved connectivity during coordination in [13] . Adaptation has addressed Lipschitz-like nonlinearities in the system dynamics in [14] . Connectivity-preserving leader-follower coordination has been achieved for double-integrator MAS-s in [15] - [18] , and for Euler-Lagrange MAS-s in [19] , [20] . To date, connectivity-preserving coordination of networked EulerLagrange systems with actuation constraints has rarely been discussed.
The authors are with the Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Victoria, Victoria, BC V8W 2Y2 Canada (e-mail: yangyuan@uvic.ca; danielac@uvic.ca; yshi@uvic.ca). This paper investigates sufficient conditions for guaranteed connectivity-preserving bounded coordination of EulerLagrange MAS-s: (i) with only position measurements; and (ii) with uncertain dynamics. A two-agent system illustrates that the actuation bounds and the initial system velocities and inter-system distances determine if the local connectivity of the MAS can be preserved and its coordination achieved. In practice, a coordination strategy designed without considering the actuation constraints may demand larger than available control effort, and thus may not be able to keep the MAS connected to coordinate it. It should be implemented only if it satisfies sufficient conditions for guaranteed connectivity maintenance. Prior to presenting these conditions, the paper: 1) integrates a first-order filter velocity estimator to achieve output feedback coordination of MAS-s with only position measurements; 2) compensates uncertain dynamics through conventional linear filter-based adaptation, augmented with damping injection to preserve the local network connectivity. The paper proposes a general potential function of inter-system distances to characterize the impact of bounded actuation on connectivity preservation. Based on this potential function, the paper derives two sets of sufficient conditions for bounded connectivity-preserving coordination of networked Euler-Lagrange systems, one set for systems that lack velocity sensing and one set for systems with uncertain dynamics.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let a network of non-redundant Euler-Lagrange systems consist of N agents, each with joint space dynamics:
In Equation (1): the subscript i = 1, · · · , N indexes the agent; q i ,q i andq i are its position, velocity and acceleration; M i (q i ), C i (q i ,q i ) and J i (q i ) are its inertia matrix, its matrix of Coriolis and centrifugal effects, and its Jacobian matrix, respectively; g i (q i ) is the gravitational torque; and f i is the control wrench applied to the agent in task space. For Euler-Lagrange systems with only revolute joints, all joint space dynamics in Equation (1) have the following property [21] : P.1 The inertia matrices M i (q i ) are symmetric, positive definite and uniformly bounded by 0 ≺ λ i1 I M i (q i ) λ i2 I ≺ ∞, with λ i1 > 0, λ i2 > 0. This paper addresses the coordination of the end effectors of non-redundant Euler-Lagrange systems away from kinematic singularities, that is, through configurations with full rank Jacobian J i (q i ). At such configurations, the joint space dynamics are equivalent to the task space dynamics:
where: x i ,ẋ i andẍ i are the end effector configuration, velocity and acceleration in task space; and
The task-space dynamics (2) 
The networked Euler-Lagrange systems admit a linear parameterization of the form: M(q)ẍ r + C(q,q)ẋ r + g(q) = Φ(q,q,ẋ r ,ẍ r )θ, where Φ(q,q,ẋ r ,ẍ r ) is a regressor matrix of known functions and θ ≤ θ ≤ θ is a constant vector containing system parameters. For simplicity of notation, matrix and vector dependence on q i andq i is omitted in the remainder of this paper, for example, C i (q i ,q i ) and g i (q i ) are indicated as C i and g i , respectively.
The communications of the Euler-Lagrange network are described by its communication graph [22] controller preserves connectivity. Assumption A.3 guarantees that: (i) the distance between the end effectors of any adjacent systems is smaller than the communication radius, d ij < r for all (i, j) ∈ E(t) and for any t ≥ 0; and (ii) the communications are bidirectional, j ∈ N i ⇔ i ∈ N j , and the graph is undirected.
For an Euler-Lagrange network with undirected graph, both the weighted adjacency matrix A N ×N and the corresponding weighted Laplacian matrix L N ×N are symmetric, where:
and a ij = 0 otherwise; and L N ×N = [l ij ] with l ij = k∈Ni a ik if j = i and l ij = −a ij otherwise. For a network with M pairs of adjacent systems i and j, one of the communication edges (i, j) ∈ E(t) and (j, i) ∈ E(t) is arbitrarily labeled e k , k = 1, · · · , M , with weight w(e k ) = a ij = a ji . In particular, e k = (j, i) orients the edge from j to i, and labels j and i as the tail and the head of e k , respectively. After orienting the edges, the incidence matrix is defined by
if system h is the tail of edge e k , and d hk = 0 otherwise. The following lemma gives the relationship between D and L: [22] :
The problem of connectivity-preserving coordination of networked Euler-Lagrange systems can now be defined.
Problem 1. Given a network of N non-redundant EulerLagrange systems that obeys assumptions A.1-A.4, find distributed control laws f i that: 1) maintain all initial communication links and, thus, preserve local connectivity; 2) drive all end effectors to the same task space configuration and, thus, coordinate the systems.
To explore the feasibility of Problem 1, consider a simple exemplary network made of two systems with dynamics x i = f i , i = 1, 2, communication radius r > 0, and maximum actuationf 1 andf 2 . At t = 0, the systems are connected with d 12 (0) = |x 12 (0)| = r − ǫ for some 0 < ǫ < r, and move in opposite directions with velocitiesẋ 1 (0) > 0 anḋ x 2 (0) < 0. To maintain connectivity, the maximum controls should stop the increase of d 12 (t) before it becomes equal to r, or (|ẋ
. This condition indicates that the feasibility of Problem 1 depends on the bounded actuations. They may be insufficient to maintain the systems in each other's communication radius and, thus, to preserve network connectivity. Sufficient conditions for connectivity-preserving coordination with bounded actuation are, thus, needed to provide a criterion for practical controller implementation.
III. MAIN RESULT
Let the energy stored in the communication links (i, j) be described by a set of distributed smooth potential functions ψ( x ij ) with the following properties:
2. ψ( x ij ) is strictly increasing and upper bounded on [0, r]; 3.
, is positive definite and upper-bounded by νI for x ij ∈ [0, r]; 5. Given x ij (0) ∈ [0, r − ǫ] and N > 0 with 0 < ǫ < r, N ψ( x ij (0) ) < ψ(r) can be guaranteed by tuning function parameters properly. Here, property 1 converts the coordination problem to the problem of decreasing the potential energy functions to zero. Property 2 makes the preservation of the communication link (i, j) equivalent to guaranteeing ψ( x ij ) < ψ(r). 
A. Output Feedback Control
For Euler-Lagrange systems lacking velocity sensors, let a first-order filter provide velocity estimates and the output feedback coordinating controller be designed as:
where: N i (0) is the initial set of neighbours of system i;
is the gradient of ψ( x ij ) with respect to x i ;f i andx i are the computed control force and the estimated velocity of system i, respectively; and ρ i , ζ i and κ i are positive constants that obey
with |N i (0)| the cardinality of N i (0). Equation (4) guarantees that the bounded actuations can fully implement the scaled gradient-based control
ζi , assumption A.4 leads to (x i (0),ẋ i (0)) ∈ F i and further tof i (0) = f i (0), i.e., the initially computed controls can be fully implemented. Then, sufficient conditions for rendering F i invariant guarantee that f i (t) = f i (t) ∀t ≤ 0 and the output feedback controller (3) achieves connectivity-preserving coordination.
Consider the following potential function for the EulerLagrange system (2) under the control (3):
Usingẋ i = J iqi , property P.2 and the derivative of the filter dynamics, the derivative of
which, together with Equation (6), leads tȯ
Given that x ij (0) ≤ r − ǫ, ∀(i, j) ∈ E(0) by assumption A.4 and the selectionx i (0) =
whereλ i20 is the maximum eigenvalue of M i (q i (0)), imply that V (t) ≤ V (0) < ψ(r), i.e., ψ( x ij (t) ) < ψ(r), ∀(i, j) ∈ E(0), i.e., local connectivity is preserved. Further, V (t) < ψ(r) implies that ẋ i (t) < 2ρiψ(r) κi , i = 1, · · · , N , that is, the set F is invariant and all above statements hold for t ≥ 0.
Equations (5) and (7) show that {ẋ i ,ẋ i , x ij } ∈ L ∞ anḋ x i ∈ L 2 for all i ∈ V and (i, j) ∈ E(0), and together with the derivative of the filter dynamics lead toẍ i ∈ L ∞ and further toẋ i → 0 as t → ∞. After using (1) to show thatẍ i ∈ L ∞ , the second-order derivatives of the filter dynamics in (3) lead to ... x ∈ L ∞ , from which it can be concluded that {ẍ i ,ẋ i } → 0 and ... x i ∈ L ∞ , and, by Barbalat's lemma, thatẍ i → 0. Further, from the system dynamics (2), it can be shown that
Lastly, the third property of ψ( x ij ) and lemma L.1 imply that Dc k → 0 and x 1 → x 2 → · · · → x N , that is, coordination is achieved. The above proof is summarized in the following theorem: Remark. Condition (4) guarantees that the designed controlsf i can be fully implemented by the limited actuations. Condition (8) restricts the initial velocities and inter-distances of the Euler-Lagrange systems. Condition (8) is not practical to check in the absence of velocity measurements. However, for systems initially at rest, condition (8) can be guaranteed by proper selection of ψ( x ij ). Then, small enough scaling factors ρ i and κ i together with assumption A.1 can limit the designed controlsf i to satisfy condition (4) . Therefore, the solution of the output feedback control problem does always exist for systems initially at rest.
B. Adaptive Control
For systems with uncertain dynamics, the gravity terms cannot be compensated directly. Instead, a linear filter-based adaptive control strategy can be designed aŝ
where: i = 1, · · · , N ; κ i , µ i and β i are positive scaling factors to be determined; s i =ẋ i + αe i with α > 0 to be determined and
The smooth projection operators Projθ i (ω i ) are designed component-wise:
From the fourth property of ψ( x ij ), the derivative gains
are positive definite and upper-bounded by νI. From [23] , the projection operators guarantee that θ i ≤θ i (t) ≤ θ i by selecting θ i ≤θ i (0) ≤ θ i , i = 1, · · · , N . From P.1 and P. 4 , if
, then the adaptive compensation terms Φ i (x i ,ẋ i , e i ,ė i )θ i and the damping injection terms −µ iẋi can be fully implemented by the limited actuationsf i . When actuators saturate, the remaining actuations can be used for the other terms −κ i (t)s i , where 0 <κ i (t) ≤ κ i are due to actuation limitations. Assuming again that the initial system velocities and interdistances belong to
, connectivity preservation and the invariance of F are analyzed using the following Lyapunov-like function:
(11) After adding −Φ i (x i ,ẋ i , e i ,ė i )θ i on both sides of (2) and using (9), the system dynamics can be written as
which implies that, if conditions (12) are satisfied
withλ * i20 is the maximum eigenvalue of M i (q i (0)) and
i.e., F is positively invariant and connectivity is guaranteed.
Further, the derivative of V leads to the conclusions that s i ∈ L 2 ∩ L ∞ andθ i ∈ L ∞ , which, together with the system dynamics, lead toṡ i ∈ L ∞ and, thus, to
is defined as in Section III-A. Then, the analysis procedure in [24] leads to the conclusion that x 1 → · · · → x N and coordination is achieved.
The above proof is summarized in the following theorem: Remark. The adaptive terms Φ i (q i ,q i , e i ,ė i )θ i in (9) need both joint-space and task-space positions (q i and x i ) and velocities (q i andẋ i ). Because system uncertainties thwart the computation of task-space positions and velocities from jointspace positions and velocities through forward kinematics, both the joint-space and task-space positions and velocities should be measured. Further, the upper bounds of ẋ i in (10) are derived from V (t) < ψ(r) and s i =ẋ i + αe i considering the worst scenarios ẋ i = s i + α e i because no direct conclusions onẋ i bounds can be drawn from V . Therefore, conditions (10) are conservative.
IV. SIMULATIONS
In this section, two sets of simulations illustrate that bounded connectivity-preserving coordination of EulerLagrange networks: (i) cannot be guaranteed if initial system velocities and inter-distances do not meet the sufficient conditions derived in this paper; and (ii) can be achieved if the networked systems initially satisfy the sufficient conditions.
The 
A. Connectivity Broken
This section illustrates that the controllers (3), respectively (9), cannot maintain the connectivity of a simulated network with N = 2 robots if their parameters do not satisfy the sufficient conditions (4) and (8), respectively (10) and (12) . The robot initial joint space positions and velocities
T . Selecting ǫ = 0.2 m, the robots are initially connected.
For output feedback control, the control parameters are chosen as: (a) Q = 0.5, ρ i = 10, κ i = 100, ζ i = 15 to violate condition (4) but satisfy condition (8) For adaptive control with actuation boundsf k i = 20 N and with ∆θ i = 1.04, β i = 100 and δ i = 0.01, parameters Q = 2, κ i = 10, µ i = 400, α = 10 satisfy (12) but not (10) , and parameters Q = 20, κ i = 10, µ i = 5 and α = 1 satisfy (10) but not (12) . Figure 2 illustrates that the distance x 12 between the two end effectors increases larger than r = 1 m. Again, the communication link breaks in both cases and neither controller coordinates the two end effectors. 
B. Connectivity Preserved
This section validates that the controllers (3), respectively (9), preserve the local connectivity of a simulated network with N = 5 robots despite bounded actuations if their parameters satisfy the sufficient conditions (4) and (8), respectively (10) and (12) (4) and (8) . The paths of the 5 end effectors in task space are displayed in Figure 3 . Note in this figure that velocity estimation causes twists and turns during coordination, but the end effectors converge to the same point eventually.
For adaptive control, conditions (10) are over conservative due to indirect velocity bounding, and larger actuation bounds are required to identify a controller that satisfies the sufficient conditions (10) and (12) . Givenf k i = 150 N, for ∆θ i = 1.04 and δ i = 0.01, these conditions can be guaranteed by selecting Q = 0.5, κ i = 100, µ i = 10, β i = 500 and α = 0.001. Figure 4 shows that adaptive control coordinates the 5 end effectors to the same position as output feedback control, but along smoother paths. Nevertheless, the adaptive compensations make the adaptive coordination significantly slower (10000 s) than the output feedback coordination (40 s).
V. CONCLUSIONS
After illustrating that local connectivity preservation is not always achievable in Euler-Lagrange networks with bounded actuations, this paper has explored its sufficient conditions in two cases, output feedback control and adaptive control. For output feedback control, a first-order filter has provided the estimates required for damping injection in systems lacking velocity measurements. For adaptive control, a linear filterbased adaptive strategy has compensated the uncertain dynamics and has guaranteed the preservation of local connectivity through augmentation with damping injection. The paper has characterized the energy in the communication links through a general class of potential functions that capture the interdependence among bounded actuations, initial system velocities and initial inter-system distances. The analysis of the energy in the communications has led to two theorems summarizing the sufficient conditions for bounded local connectivitypreserving coordination of Euler-Lagrange networks, for output feedback control and for adaptive control, respectively. Because oftentimes networked robots may both lack both velocity measurements and have model uncertainties, future research will investigate the bounded adaptive output feedback coordination of Euler-Lagrange networks with preservation of local connectivity.
